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Abstract: The ASC (MSIMD) model for parallel computation supports a generalized version of an associative
style of computing that has been used since the introduction of associative SIMD computers in the early 1970's. In
particular, this model supports data parallelism, constant time maximum and minimum operations, one or more
instruction streams (ISs) which are sent to an equal number of partition sets of processors, assignment of tasks
to the ISs using control parallelism. ASC also allows a network to interconnect the processing elements (PEs).
This paper shows how ASC can be simulated with synchronous PRAM, and the converse. These results provide
an important step in de ning the power of associative model in terms of PRAM which is the most well studied
parallel model. Also, these simulations will provide numerous algorithms for ASC by providing an automatic
method of converting algorithms from PRAM to ASC.
Keywords : computational models, PRAM, associative computing, ASC, data parallel, massively parallel,
SIMD, parallel algorithms

1 Introduction
This paper deals with the ASC model of computing developed by Dr. Johnnie W. Baker, Dr. Jerry L. Potter and
others at Kent State University[1]. This model is a generalization of the SIMD paradigm where k instruction
streams (IS) send commands to k partition sets in a collection of SIMD processors. The goal is to simulate
ASC with the popular model of computing, PRAM, in order to give automatic upper bounds on algorithms
run under PRAM simulation. PRAM is probably the widest known model of parallel computation, and more
algorithms have been written for it than any other parallel model. By simulating PRAM, ASC can utilize all
PRAM algorithms.
An algorithm to simulate priority CRCW PRAM with ASC is presented. The ASC simulation of PRAM is
important because it gives a method to implement any of the numerous PRAM algorithms on the ASC model,
and it also de nes the speed with which a PRAM algorithm will run on the ASC model without an actual
implementation. The ASC simulation of PRAM with only one instruction stream and some network connecting
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the processors lowers the best case simulation time to constant if there are only a constant number of PRAM
shared memories to be simulated. In this case the ASC simulation of PRAM is optimal. However, a network
connected set of processors without the addition of an instruction stream would be limited by the diameter of
the network in terms of how fast it could simulate PRAM, even for PRAM with a single shared memory.
The main operations simulated are the concurrent reads and concurrent writes of PRAM. A great deal of
previous work has been done concerning simulating PRAM with parallel computers. The work here expands
what was known previously by combining existing network methods with the added power gained by having one
or more instruction streams that can coordinate and communicate globally. Depending on the communication
patterns of an algorithm executing on the simulated PRAM, the ASC simulation gives a better lower bound
even with one instruction stream. A hybrid algorithm for simulation is discussed to move data with either the
network interconnecting the ASC PEs or the network between the instruction streams and PEs.

2 The Multiple IS Associative Computing Model (ASC)
This section describes the associative model of computation presented in the IEEE Computer article "ASC:
An Associative Computing Paradigm," which is based on work done at Kent State University[1]. Also, see
[2][3][4][5][6]. ASC is a model for a currently buildable, massively parallel, multi-purpose parallel computer
which is easy to program and can execute many types of programs eciently on a wide variety of platforms. A
parallel computing model with these characteristics is greatly needed if parallel computing is ever to be generally
accepted by the computer industry. The ASC model supports a generalized associative style of computing that has
been in use since the introduction of SIMD computers in the early 1970s[2][1]. The model reduces the arduous
chore of task allocation and embodies the intuitive and well accepted method of data parallel programming.
There are many data parallel languages available that ASC models well and also an actual language called
ASC[1][7]. The ASC language has been implemented on various platforms such as the Connection Machine 2,
Goodyear/Loral/Lockheed-Martin Aspro, the Wavetracer, personal computers, and UNIX workstations.
The data parallel style of programming is actually very sequential in nature, and therefore is more easily
mastered by traditional SISD programmers than the task allocation of MIMD programming. A standard associative language (such as ASC) could be implemented across many distinct platforms providing true portability
for parallel algorithms[7][1].
In the most basic terms, the associative model (ASC) has an large array of processing elements (PEs) and
one or more instruction streams (ISs) that broadcast their commands to partitions in the set of PEs. The number
of ISs is normally expected to be small in comparison to the number of PEs. The multiple ISs supported by
the ASC model allows greater eciency, exibility, and recon gurability than is possible with only one IS[8].
An ASC machine with j ISs and n PEs will be written as ASC (n; j ). Each PE has a local memory and ASC
supports the associative processing concept, which is to locate objects in the local memory connected to PEs by
content instead of by location. This is accomplished by searching a speci ed eld of each PE for a given data
item[9]. Each PE is capable of performing local arithmetic and logical operations and the other usual functions
of a sequential processor[10]. A wide range of di erent types of algorithms and several very large programs have
been implemented using the ASC language including a parallel optimizing compiler for ASC, two rule-based
inference engines, and an associative PROLOG interpreter[5][1][11][3][12][13].
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2.1 ASC; A Generalized Data Parallel Model
Hillis and Steele[14] introduced data parallel programming in the early 1980s, but this work did not provide a
precise model. The ASC model extends this concept to be a complete programming paradigm. It is appropriate
to have a model that emphasizes data parallel programming, even though other computational models may also
support it. Other recently developed models such as BSP and LogP tend to focus on MIMD concepts and thus
capture the MIMD style of computing best[15][16]. In fact, a 1991 survey reports that 90 percent of parallel
applications are data parallel in nature [17][18].
The ASC model supports associative and data parallel programming with multiple instruction streams.
No speci c machine architecture is required to e ectively use this model. It can be eciently implemented on
PCs, single workstations, SIMDs, MIMDs, and distributed systems. This model is intended to standardize the
concept of associative computing and to provide a basis for complexity analysis for data parallel and associative
algorithms[19].
The ASC model is a hybrid SIMD/MIMD model and is capable of both styles of programming. A frequent
criticism of SIMD programming is that several PEs may be idle during if-else or case statements. The instruction
streams provide a way to concurrently process conditional statements by partitioning the PEs among the ISs.
In fact, a compiler can easily do this for the programmer. In ASC, PEs are assigned to an instruction stream
based their local data, and ASC conceptually supports a very large number of PEs. Models such as LogP, BSP,
and others envision future architectures maxing out in the hundreds or low thousands of PEs. Yet there remain
large problems with huge amounts of data that require hundreds of thousands of PEs to avoid the Von-Neuman
bottleneck, and the data parallel features of ASC are critical to these problems.
The ASC model for parallel computation speci cally supports data parallelism, data reduction operations,
broadcasting, one or more instruction streams (ISs) each of which is sent to a distinct partition set of processors
out of the whole collection of processors, and task assignment to ISs using control parallelism. ASC also allows
a network, real or virtual, to interconnect the processing elements (PEs) for generalized communication with a
bandwidth determined by the particular network. The basic ASC model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The Basic ASC Model
A PE is assumed to be reasonably basic so that the maximum number of PEs can be integrated on a chip when
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building an actual ASC machine. It is often argued that this trade-o of complexity for more processors gives
a better cost for performance ratio over implemented MIMD system[18]. Furthermore, the network connecting
the ISs to the PEs has the functionality to emulate an interconnection network between the PEs, thus providing
a method to route PE data even if no PE network exists. There is no restriction on the network used with
the ASC model. It could be the mesh, hypercube, shue-exchange, or many others. The programmer does not
need to worry about the actual network present or the routing scheme, only that ASC is capable of generalized
routing with some latency. Some of the most obvious choices for an actual ASC machine are the linear array or
the mesh because of the ease to implement them in VLSI and their expandability.
There are three networks in the ASC diagram in Figure 2: the PE interconnection network, the IS interconnection network, and the network between the PEs and ISs. Any of these networks may be virtual or all
three may be handled by only one or two networks. To ensure running time predictability of the data parallel
model on actual machines, the basic operations of the model are abstracted into four parameters: u is the time
to perform a routing of a word among all PEs (a word from each PE to any other PE location), ti is the time
to perform a sequential PE local operation where 1  i  v where v is the number of di erent operations (ex.
meta operations such as summing up an array of local integers are included), s is the maximum time for an IS
communication or to synchronize ISs, and b is the time to perform a broadcast or a simple reduction (i.e. and,
or, min, max) involving active PEs. The b parameter is also the time for an IS to read or write a single word. If
the value of v is 1 then t will represent t1 . The speed of I/O can be measured as the amount of time it takes to
read or write a word of information to a secondary storage unit and is represented by d. Not to be overlooked,
the other important parameters are the number of PEs or n, and the number of ISs which is j .
(ti )-time for a given PE local operation
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Figure 2: The ASC Model (with prediction parameters)

2.2 De nition of the ASC Model
The properties of the ASC model are presented in this section with the rules that govern each property of ASC.
The components of an ASC machine are shown in Figure 2. The term cell is used as a de nition for a processing
element (PE) combined with a local memory for that element. The cell network is some network interconnecting
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the group of cells. The instruction stream processors store the programs for the cells and issue their commands to
the PEs of the cells. There should also be some network for the ISs to communicate synchronization information.
Cells can be either active, idle or inactive. Active cells are executing the program broadcast from an IS. An
inactive cell is in an ISs group of cells, but do not execute instructions until the IS instructs inactive cells to
become active again. Idle cells are not currently executing any part of the program but may be assigned to some
IS at a later time. ISs can be active or idle. An active IS is currently issuing instructions to a group of cells. An
idle IS is waiting until another IS forks, partitioning its PEs between itself and a new previously inactive IS.
1. THE PROPERTIES OF CELLS (informally referred to as PEs):

 Each cell has a local memory and a processing element (PE).
 All cells are connected by a network.
2. THE INSTRUCTION STREAM (IS) PROPERTIES:

 Each IS has a copy of the program being executed and may broadcast an instruction or a word to its cells.
 The IS processors communicate control information with each other only when groups of PEs are split or
merged.

 Each cell is assigned to one IS. Some or all cells can switch to a di erent IS in response to instructions
from the current IS.

 An active cell executes the instruction sent from its IS, while inactive cells wait until they are commanded
to be active again.

 An IS may unconditionally activate all cells assigned to it.
 An IS may conditionally force certain cells assigned to it to become idle.
3. ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTIES:

 An IS can have all of its active cells execute an associative search. Active cells which perform a successful

search are called responders and unsuccessful active cells are called non-responders. The IS may force
either the set of responders or non-responders to be active. Previous sets of active cells can also be restored
by some IS.

 An IS can select one arbitrary cell from the list of active cells.
4. GLOBAL OPERATIONS:

 An IS may compute the global AND or OR of a boolean value or the MAX or MIN of data in all active
cells.

 An IS may broadcast a word to all its active cells.
 When an IS has only one active cell, it can either read a word from the memory of this cell or write a word
to the memory of this cell.

5. CONTROL PARALLELISM:
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 The collection of ISs operate as a MIMD computer and primarily employ control parallelism providing fork

and join operations, transfer of control information, coordinate the network joining the cells, and manage
the dynamic reallocation of idle cells.

 ISs are assumed to operate asynchronously.
 The ISs communicate control information and the transfer of active or inactive cells with each other only
during a fork or join operation.

 The transfer of data between ISs is handled by reassignment of cells during forks and joins.
6. DATA ROUTING:

 A routing operation on a word held in each PE can be performed using a network that connects the

PEs (ex. mesh, linear, hypercube). This routing allows combining of data sent to the same PE location
involving an arithmetic or logical operation (ex. +; max; min). This involves a cost in time based on the
PE interconnection network used.

3 Simulation of PRAM
This section presents algorithms for ASC to simulate PRAM and for PRAM to simulate ASC. Most notably the
ASC to PRAM simulation has a lower bound when the PRAM algorithm uses the same order of shared memories
as there are ASC ISs. A speci c case is when there is only one IS on the ASC machine, an ASC simulation
of a priority CRCW PRAM algorithm using only one shared memory can be completed in (1) time per cycle.
Models that have networks connecting PEs with only a constant bound on the number of links per node (bounded
degree network) can simulate priority CRCW PRAM cycle in O(log n) for only one shared memory or multiple
shared memories with high probability. Thus by combining the one IS ASC simulation with existing methods
that use networks, the resulting simulation has a lower bound of (1) when using a constant number of shared
memories, and a probabilistic upper bound of O(log n) for certain logarithmic diameter bounded degree networks
(like the hypercube)[20][21]. For any network this simulation has an upper-bound of route(n), where route(n)
is the amount of time in terms of n it takes to perform a priority CRCW operation using the network. For
p
example, a mesh network could perform this operation in O( n)[?][22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32].
When the simulation of a model is performed there are various operations to consider. For parallel models,
the operations that need to be simulated are parallel execution of processors and the data movement between
processors[33][34]. These operations are de ned with a mapping of processor resources from one model to another
and with the algorithms of operations that need to be simulated. When the time complexity of each operation
performed in a cycle of simulation is divided by the complexity to perform the same operations on the machine
being simulated, the maximum time to simulate any operation gives the slowdown of the simulation and also
an indication of the relative powers of the two machines or how di erent they are [35][36][37][38][39][18]. The
disparity in simulation times from one model to the other shows either how similar or dissimilar the 2 models
are. Similar models should simulate each other in the same or near the same amount of time while dissimilar
models require more time to simulate each other. The operations for simulation of the associative model (ASC)
are speci ed in previously while a version of PRAM is de ned below.
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3.1 A Synchronous De nition of PRAM
A PRAM(n,m) machine is de ned as a collection of n sequential (RAM) machines and a set of m global memories.
Each RAM of the PRAM has a sucient instruction set, a local memory and a speci c address int the range
0:::n , 1[40]. During one cycle of execution each processor executes the same instruction with di erent operands
synchronously. The instruction can be a local computation, a read from a global memory, 0:::m , 1, or a write
into global memory, 0:::m , 1[41]. Most all PRAM algorithms written are for synchronous PRAM.
It is assumed that one machine cycle takes a constant amount of time regardless of hardware requirements
to build such a machine. There are 3 popular varieties to handle reading and writing con icts: EREW, CREW,
and CRCW. An EREW PRAM does not allow two or more processors to either read or write to the same
global memory location concurrently. It is the most restrictive model. The CREW PRAM allows more than one
processor to concurrently read from the same memory location, but only one PE may write to a global location
at the same time. CRCW is the most powerful PRAM which permits both concurrent reading and concurrent
writing. A diagram of PRAM is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: PRAM
There are several ways to handle concurrent writing, each possessing possibly a di erent computational
power. COMMON CRCW requires that data written to the same location must all be of the same data value
for the write to take place, otherwise an error occurs. RANDOM CRCW allows one of the PEs to write its
value to global memory when several are writing to the same location. The PE that writes is chosen at random.
PRIORITY CRCW allows the writing PE with the largest address to write its value when several PEs are writing
to the same global memory. COMBINING CRCW is a very powerful writing model in that all PEs which write
to the same location are combined by some arithmetic or logical operation such as addition. The hardware
needed to implement any of these machines would at least be O(log n) in circuit depth and most likely, rather
complex[2].

3.2 Why Simulate PRAM?
In terms of other models, one can think of ASC simulating PRAM where reads and writes are handled through
the network at a speci c cost based on the network used. Other operations such as broadcasting, searching,
and reductions may have a lesser cost to perform. Thus, when writing an ASC program one should always
be mindful that use of the network is slow and to use memory locality as much as possible to avoid extraneous
network communications. Since common operations such as broadcasting can be eciently implemented on many
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platforms, their use as an alternative to routing with the network is generally preferred and can be expressed
very intuitively in an associative data parallel language[5].
Many PRAM algorithms map very well to ASC while some may need adjustment in terms of reducing
communications at perhaps the cost of performing more computations, especially when considering parallel
slackness which is de ned as the ratio of data in a problem as compared to the number of processors. In other
words there should be more data than processors in a sucient amount to make a parallel algorithm run optimally
in terms on the number of processors. This is usually due to processors communicating less and performing more
local computations.
One algorithm that maps very well to ASC is the O(log n) expected time PRAM convex hull algorithm
that assumes a random distribution of points[42]. It is shown in this section that an ASC machine with only
one IS and no network can simulate priority CRCW PRAM with a constant number of shared memories in
O(1) time, and since the PRAM convex hull algorithm (assuming random points) uses only one shared memory
for broadcasting, an ASC algorithm can easily be written to also run in O(log n) expected time with a high
probability. This fact is veri ed by M. Atwah in his master's thesis[3] and elsewhere[13][12]. There are no doubt
many other useful PRAM algorithms that also use only a constant number of shared memories, and any of these
should have a corresponding ASC algorithm that executes in the same time as the best known priority CRCW
PRAM algorithm[43]. Even without a PE network, ASC has intrinsic capabilities to perform some operations
faster than PEs just connected by a bounded degree network (a network with a constant number of links per
node). In other words, such a network could not even perform a broadcast operation in less time than the
p
diameter of the network. For example a mesh needs ( n) time to broadcast data, and a hypercube needs
(log n) time to broadcast, and neither can perform this operation any faster. A diagram of ASC is shown in
Figure 2.
In the next subsections, algorithms for ASC to simulate synchronous PRAM will be investigated as well
as a synchronous PRAM simulation of ASC. These two results will show the power of ASC relative to PRAM
as well as provide a method to convert PRAM algorithms to ASC and ASC algorithms to PRAM. In terms of
the simulation, the methods in this section place no restrictions on the number of processors or shared memory
resources as long as the number of ASC processors is the same as the number of PRAM processors.

3.3 ASC Simulating PRAM
In order to understand the power of the ASC model, it should be compared to a well understood model such as
PRAM[36][34][44]. Since more parallel algorithms have been written for PRAM than any other parallel model,
it is important to establish an ASC(n,j) simulation of PRAM with minimal slowdown as this simulation allows
numerous PRAM algorithms to be used on any machine that supports the ASC model. The principle focus of
this section concerns simulating synchronous priority CRCW PRAM with n processors and m shared memories
on a ASC(n,j) machine without a network. A hybrid algorithm that uses the presented ASC simulation method
and known network simulations of PRAM provide a better solution. The ASC simulation of CREW and EREW
PRAM are produced by noting that a priority CRCW PRAM can easily simulate CREW and EREW with
constant time and memory costs[45].
Next it is shown how to simulate ASC(n,j) with a synchronous combining CRCW PRAM machine with n
PEs and one shared memory. The combining PRAM is the most powerful of the synchronous PRAM models and
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has no trouble simulating one IS ASC in O(1) time. An easy algorithm for combining CRCW to simulate ASC
is given so that the times for EREW and CREW PRAMs to simulate ASC can be easily derived. Since EREW
and CREW PRAM simulate the CRCW PRAM using the same number of PEs and shared memories with a
known extra cost of O(n=m + log n), the extra time for these two models to simulate ASC are easily obtained
after doing the combining CRCW PRAM simulation[45][46].

3.4 Operations Needed for Simulation
To simulate PRAM with any machine, three operations need to be handled: parallel execution of the PEs, reading
from the shared memories, and writing to the shared memories. Here, priority CRCW PRAM with n PEs and m
shared memory will be simulated by ASC(n,j). The ASC machine has the same number of PEs and it is assumed
that an ASC PE has the same computational power as that of a PRAM PE. However, the PRAM reads and
writes are highly parallel and complex in nature since all PEs may either simultaneously send or receive data
using arbitrary memory locations. Thus all possible communication patterns need to be simulated. To solve this
problem on ASC, it is rst helpful to look at how to do permutation routing on ASC(n,j) for n data objects
distributed among the n PEs. Since there are j possible data paths provided by the presence of the ISs, the time
to route is dependent upon the number of ISs giving an O(n=j ) routing time using only ISs[47]. With a network
connecting the PEs, the time to simulate a given PRAM with ASC is dependent upon the fastest possible routing
scheme known for any given network. For example, if a mesh connects the PEs then it is well known that the
p
PEs can simulate the reads and writes of an EREW PRAM in O( n) for n PEs. This scheme becomes more
complicated when concurrent reads and writes are allowed along with the number of shared memories being
greater than the number of PEs.

3.5 Notation Used
For the remaining algorithms in this section, the following notation is used. The number of PEs is n, and the
number of ASC ISs is j . There are m shared PRAM memories, and it is assumed that PRAM is synchronous.
The term priPRAM will mean all PRAMs up to and including the power of priority CRCW PRAM, and the
term comCRCW will denote all CRCW PRAMs at least as powerful as combining CRCW PRAM. The combining
CRCW PRAM resolves write con icts by combining data written to a shared memory with some operator (e.g.
+; ,; =; ; MIN; MAX; AND; OR; :::). The shared memories will be stored more or less evenly among the ISs
since without a network this method is slightly more simple and is functionally equivalent to storing the memories
in the PEs. The shared memories are stored in the PEs so either the PE network or the ISs can move the data.

3.6 ASC Simulation of Concurrent Read
The concurrent read operation of CRCW(n,m) can be simulated with ASC(n,j) in O(min(n=j )) time with high
probability where the ASC machine does not have a network. Figure 4 shows the ASC algorithm. The PRAM
shared memory is hashed in ASC's PEs, divided more or less equally between each PE. When PEs are concurrently
reading, the reading process is simulated by having each IS collecting on average O(n=j ) read requests from the
PEs. This step is accomplished in O(n=j ) with a high probability if assuming an optimal hashing function
(uniform parallel hashing) is available. Then the ISs each process O(n=j ) read requests in O(n=j ) time reading
9

the required data from the n PEs. This is possible because each IS connects to j strictly disjoint subsets of
PEs for reading purposes, In the rst step where the ISs read PE read requests, a PE is assigned to the IS that
manages the memory locating in required PE partition.
assume ASC an PE has the power of a PRAM PE
MEMt is stored in PE Hash(t)
**** Gather O(n) read requests to the j ISs (O(n=j ) avg. time)****
1 : FOR all PEs and ISs do in parallel
2:
SET ALL PEs to ACTIVE
3:
IF (a PE is not READING) then SET the PE to IDLE
4:
ASSIGN each PE to IS which manages the MEMORY read REQUEST
5:
WHILE (any (PEs are ACTIV E ))
6:
ALL ISs SELECT ARBITRARY active PE
7:
SELECT other PEs reading from same MEMORY
8:
INSERT READ request into an IS read-request LIST (PE,mem)
9:
SET these selected PEs to IDLE
**** Read O(n) data requests into j ISs (O(n=j ) avg. time)****
10 :
SET ALL PEs to ACTIVE
11 :
ASSIGN each PE to IS which manages the MEMORY to be READ
12 :
WHILE (any (PEs are ACTIV E ))
13 :
PROCESS NEXT entry in ISs read-request LIST (start at 1st)
14 :
ISs read one Hashed(Memory) into read-request LIST
**** Broadcast read data into requesting PEs (O(n=j ) avg. time)****
15 :
IF (a PE is not READING) then SET the PE to IDLE
16 :
ASSIGN each PE to IS which manages the MEMORY to be READ
17 :
WHILE (any entries in IS lists are unprocessed)
18 :
PROCESS NEXT entry in ISs read-request LIST (start at 1st)
19 :
SELECT PEs reading from MEMORY location of this entry
20 :
BROADCAST READ data into requesting PEs from IS LIST
Figure 4: O(n=j ) Algorithm to Simulate Concurrent Read of Synchronous CRCW(n,m) on ASC(n,j) with O(m/n)
Memory per PE

3.7 Examining the MSIMD (ASC) Reading Algorithm
Figures 5, 6, 8 show an example of the major simulation steps of a concurrent read. The following steps referring
to Figure 4 show the operations taken to simulate one concurrent read. First in line 1, all PEs and ISs perform
operations in parallel. At line 2 all PEs are made active. Line 3 forces any PEs that are not reading to be
temporarily inactive and no longer perform any operations. Line 4 makes each PE listen to the IS processor
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Figure 6: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Read: moving data to ISs
which manages the PE holding the memory location it wishes to read. In the 5th line, sequential iterations are
performed until all PEs are inactive and thus have had their read requests saved in the ISs. Then at line 6 each
IS selects an arbitrary PE out of all active PEs to save its read request in a list located at an IS. Each read
request will be saved in only one list in one of the ISs where there is one list per IS. For each IS the selected
PE's read address is compared with all other active listening PEs during line 7, and all PEs with the same read
request are made active. Line 8 saves the read request (memory location, initial requesting PE) in a list in an
IS. The selected PEs which are all reading from the same location, concurrently in fact, are made idle at step 9.
This process continues until all PEs have their requests stored in some list in an IS. Since there are n PEs and
j ISs, an optimal hashing scheme will yield O(n=j ) list entries per IS. If there there are only k, where k  n,
the number of memories being read from, the time to complete this (and following steps) is (1). In an example
shown in Figure 5, the read requests should be in the ISs distributed evenly.
Lines 10-14 bring data to be read from the PEs into the ISs, which afterwards lines 15-20 broadcast this
data to the original requesting PEs which completes the concurrent reading algorithm. Continuing the line by
line description, line 10 sets the PEs to be active again, line 11 assigns PEs to the ISs which manage their shared
memories (each IS manages O(n=j ) PEs and therefore O(m=j ) memories), this assignment of PEs to ISs assumes
an optimal parallel hashing function from PE addresses to IS addresses. Line 12 loops sequentially while any
PEs are still active, and line 13 considers the next read request stored in the IS request list starting from the
rst entry in the list. At line 14 each IS reads data from the requested memory address in one of the PEs and
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Figure 7: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Read: handle rst list entries, and send data that was read to
PEs
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Figure 8: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Read: handle second list entries, and send data that was read
to PEs
saves this data in the same location of the list (memory, location, initial requesting PE, data). See Figure 6 for
an example of where the data is read.
The lines from 15-20 send this data back out to the PEs that are reading. Line 15 sets PEs idle if they
are not reading. Line 16 assigns each active PE to the IS that manages the memory of that PEs original read
request. A sequential loop is made in line 17 until all list entries are processed in the ISs. These lists could be
empty if there were no read requests for memories that PE managed, or the lists could contain anywhere from
a constant number of requests up to an average of O(n=j ) entries. Line 18 fetches the next entry in each IS list
starting with the rst. PEs that are reading at the memory location of this entry are selected in line 19, and
then line 20 broadcasts the data to these PEs. All operations except the sequential loops are assumed to take a
constant amount of time in ASC. Thus the limiting factor is the sizes of the read request lists created. Because
there are n PEs, on average the lists should be O(n=j ) in size, and the entire read process takes O(n=j ) with
high probability. If all PEs are reading from only k shared memories where k  n then the size of the lists will be
O(k=j ) and the time to complete a concurrent read is also O(k=j ). The following section shows that a priority
concurrent write can be simulated in the same time as a concurrent read. Figures 8 and ?? show the data being
moved out to the PEs.
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3.8 ASC Simulation of Concurrent Write
In O(n=j ) time, ASC(n,j) can also simulate concurrent write of priority CRCW(n,m) with high probability, and
the ASC algorithm is shown in Figure 9. Again, the shared memory of PRAM is stored in the PEs, divided
roughly equally among each PE, and the memory addressing scheme is the same as when simulating concurrent
reading, that is shared memories are hashed among the PEs where O(n=j ) PEs are managed by each IS. With
concurrent writing the data needs to be moved from potentially all n PEs to the PEs containing the proper
memory cells. If more than one PE is writing to the same cell, the priority rule states that the PE with the
highest self address is the one allowed to write. This is handled by selecting the maximum PE that requests to
write.
assume ASC an PE has the power of a PRAM PE
MEMt is stored in PE Hash(t)
**** Gather O(n) write requests into IS lists (O(n=j ) time) ****
**** Use REDUCE with MAX when > 1 PE wishes to write to same location ****
1 : FOR all PEs and ISs do in parallel
2:
SET ALL PEs to ACTIVE
3:
IF (a PE is not WRITING) then SET the PE to IDLE
4:
ASSIGN each PE to IS which manages the MEMORY request to be WRITTEN
5:
WHILE (any (PEs are ACTIV E ))
6:
ALL ISs SELECT MAXIMUM active PE
7:
SELECT other PEs writing to same MEMORY
8:
For each IS REDUCE with MAX the selected WRITE requests
9:
INSERT reduced write data into an IS write-request LIST (PE,mem)
10 :
SET these selected PEs to IDLE
**** WRITE O(n) data out to memories hashed in PEs (O(n=j ) time) ****
11 :
SET ALL PEs to ACTIVE
12 :
ASSIGN each PE to IS which manages the MEMORY to be WRITTEN
13 :
WHILE (any ENTRIES in write-request LIST remain)
14 :
PROCESS NEXT entry in ISs write-request LIST (start at 1st)
15 :
Each IS WRITEs one data into Hashed(Memory) location
Figure 9: O(n=j ) Algorithm to Simulate Concurrent Write of Synchronous Priority CRCW(n,m) on ASC(n,j)
with O(m/n) Memory per PE

3.9 Examining the MSIMD (ASC) Writing Algorithm
Figures 10, 11, 12, 13 show an example of the major simulation steps of a concurrent write. The following steps
show the operations for simulating a concurrent write as shown in Figure 9. In line 1, PEs and ISs start acting
in parallel, and line 2 sets all PEs to active status. Line 3 temporarily deactivates PEs that are not performing a
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Figure 10: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Write: distribution of memories
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Figure 11: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Write: build write request lists
write operation. Line 4 assigns each PE to the IS that manages the memory location that a PE wishes to write.
Line 5 loops until all write requests are considered. Inside the loop, line 6 selects an arbitrary active PE and then
in line 7 all other active PEs writing to the same memory location are selected. The PE with the maximum self
address is allowed to write its data in a priority fashion by perform a maximum reduction among the selected
PEs in line 8. Line 9 inserts this data into a write request list in the ISs containing the PE address, the memory
address, and the data. In line 10 the selected PEs, now having their priority write request considered, are made
inactive. The list of write requests created is an average of O(n=j ) for each IS in size analogous to the read
request lists formed in the concurrent read algorithm. Figure 11 shows the list of write requests built in an
example.
Lines 11-15 write the data in the write request lists currently located in the ISs to the correct PEs. First,
line 11 sets PEs back to active status. Line 12 assigns each PE to the IS which manages it. The algorithm then
loops in line 13, each IS processing one list entry from their own lists until all are considered. Line 14 fetches
the next entry in each ISs write request list starting with the rst. Lastly, line 15 writes a word of data into the
correct hashed memory location. Figures 12 and 13 show to where the data is moved from the ISs.
Much like the concurrent read algorithm, all statements except loops are assumed to take a constant time
in the ASC model. The simulation of PRAM priority concurrent write takes the average time of the two loops
each of which is based on the size of the lists created. If the memories are optimally hashed into the n PE, on
average the list sizes created in each IS should be O(n=j ) and the algorithm should also run in O(n=j ) time. If
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Figure 12: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Write: move data to write in 1st list entry
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Figure 13: ASC Simulation of PRAM Concurrent Write: move data to write in 2nd list entry

k  n PEs are being written into, then the list size will be O(k=j ) and the algorithm runs in O(k=j ).

4 Overview of ASC simulation of PRAM
The time to complete a priority concurrent write with ASC(n,j) simulating priority CRCW(n,m) is the same
as that for completing a concurrent read. By the priority rule, multiple PEs writing to the same memory
location are handled in one constant time step, using the ASC maximum reduction operation, so in this case the
write operation will nish in O(n=j ) time. Again if there are reads or writes involving only k memories, where
0  k  n, then the time can be written as O(k=j ). This fact is useful for certain PRAM algorithms. In short,
any n processor PRAM algorithm that requires only a constant number of shared memories can be simulated
with an n processor, one IS ASC machine in constant time. An example of this is shown in a paper by M. Atwah
where the PRAM algorithm to solve the convex hull problem for n randomly distributed points can be solved
in O(log n) time with only a constant number of shared memories[3][12][13]. His paper presents a one IS ASC
algorithm that also solves this problem in O(log n) time. There are no doubt many existing priority CRCW
PRAM algorithms that are ecient using a constant number of shared memories. All of these algorithms can
execute on a simple one IS ASC machine in the same time as PRAM.
By transitivity, ASC(n,j) can simulate CREW(n,m) and EREW(n,m) PRAM in the same time as it simulates
priority CRCW(n,m)[46][42]. Since priority CRCW easily simulates CREW and EREW with no extra resources,
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ASC can also simulate them with O(n=j ) extra time per cycle using the CRCW result.
Also, if the number of PRAM shared memories equals the number of instruction steams, m = j , then thus
ASC(n,j) can simulate priority CRCW(n,j) in constant time. Furthermore, it may be interesting to note that
no matter how much memory or ISs are present, as long as all PEs write to a subset of memory cells that is
constant in size, a step of simulation also takes constant time. So it is possible for the simulation to run in (1)
extra time per machine cycle in the best case.

4.1 Considerations when ASC has a PE Network
If the ASC machine that is simulating PRAM has an interconnection network between the PEs, traditional
methods can be used to simulate PRAM with the network alone, not using the ISs to route data. The simulation
of PRAM with parallel machines that have PEs with local memories and a network has been well studied. The
concurrent read and write problem is essentially a routing problem on the network. For instance simulation
p
methods that use a mesh network exist where the time to simulate each cycle is O( n). This is fact is the same
time it takes to sort n data items on a mesh with n processors. Simulation methods for other networks exist with
a bounded number of connection per node (bounded degree networks). The fastest simulates PRAM with a high
probability in O(log n) time, while others simulate PRAM in average time O(D) where D is the diameter on a
wide variety of constant and non-constant degree networks. These networks include the cube-connected cycles,
butter y, shue-exchange, mesh, hypercube, the star, etc[36][34]. The shared memories are generally hashed
amongst the local memory of the n PEs similarly to the ASC simulation method.
However, even if the PRAM being simulated has a constant number of shared memories (ex. 1 shared
memory), the network simulation of PRAM time is still upper bounded by the diameter of the network, or the
time it takes one PE to send a message to another PE. The priority CRCW ASC simulation of PRAM with a
constant number of shared memories requires (1) time which is better than the network methods cited above.
An ASC simulation of PRAM for ASC with a network should be a hybrid algorithm consisting of a simulation
algorithm considering only the network, and the ASC method as presented in this section. The algorithm
proceeds by performing one network routing step, and then alternately one ASC routing step. Whenever one of
the methods nishes a single cycle of simulation, the other algorithm is terminated, and the next cycle is then
started. At worst if both methods nish at the same time, the simulation will take only some constant factor more
time, and will be no worse than the time for the fastest method to complete. At best when considering k  n
shared memories, this hybrid algorithm can simulate a step of PRAM in O(min(k=n; route(n)) where route(n)
is a function of the number of PEs(n) it takes to simulate on cycle of PRAM using the network, and k=n is the
time to simulate PRAM using the presented ASC method. The ASC method has the capability of improving
the fastest simulation of PRAM time over a network, even with the one IS ASC machine. The lower bound of
this hybrid algorithm is (1) for a constant number of shared memories and is no worse than O(route(n)) using
a network simulation method. This is interesting, since reexamining the PRAM algorithm for convex hull on
random data points considering the fastest known network method to simulate this algorithm on a logarithmic
diameter network (e.x. a hypercube, cube-connected cycles, or butter y), takes O(log n) simulation steps each
of O(log n) time for a total execution time of O(log2 n). Whereas the ASC method alone of the ASC-Network
hybrid method simulating PRAM can execute this algorithm in the optimal O(log n) time, an improvement over
existing network algorithms.
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5 The Obvious PRAM Simulation of ASC
This section presents a way to simulate ASC(n,j) with combining CRCW(n,m) and is included for completeness
even though the algorithm is simple in order to provide some way to compare the two models. Combining CRCW
PRAM (cCRCW) is used since it simpli es implementing the ASC reduction operators of AND, OR, MAX, and
MIN by having the power to make such combinations. The extra time that other PRAMs such as EREW and
CREW take to simulate ASC are found by a transitive argument where a weaker PRAM simulates cCRCW
and then the following cCRCW algorithm is used to simulate ASC. The product of extra time needed for both
simulations gives the time for the weaker PRAM to simulate ASC.
The n PRAM PEs perform the same operations that the ASC PEs can perform, and the IS information
for ISk is stored in PEk MOD n where 0  k  j . The PEk MODn will simulate the operations of instruction
stream k, and it is assumed that each PRAM PE also has the power of an IS.
However, since ASC ISs are asynchronous and synchronous PRAM PEs are not, the execution of all ISs is
handled iteratively in j steps. The IS information is distributed in the set of PEs to evenly balance memory used
for IS simulation. Furthermore, since j steps must be taken regardless, all control communication between ISs
nished in O(j ) time by having each PE with an IS write and read synchronization information to a j sized array
stored within a single shared memory. This can be accomplished in 2 main steps. In the rst step the j PEs
write synchronization information, and during the second step each PE simulating an IS may read information
left by other ISs. This is all completed in O(j ) time.
The algorithm below in Figure 14 handles all other necessary aspects of the cCRCW simulation of ASC. All
crucial operations are combined into one algorithm where a case statement is used to perform the command that
an IS is issuing. The outermost loop cycles through the j instruction streams iteratively, while the statements
on the inside take O(1) time to complete on the cCRCW. Also, only one shared memory is needed to complete
the simulation so one record of data in memory location 0 is used for all data movement.

5.1 Examining Obvious PRAM simulation of ASC
The following is a description of what each step in the algorithm does. The loop in line 1 is used to sequentially
process the instructions of the j ISs. PE0 can handle this outer loop. During line 2 the PE address of the next
read or write location from ISk is written to shared memory 0, and the iteration number which is the current
IS address is also saved in shared memory 0. Line 3 states that all PEs listening to ISk are made active, and an
operation will be performed among all these listening PEs in the following CASE statement. Line 4 is performed
if ISk is writing a single value to a PE, where rst the data must be sent from the PE emulating ISk to shared
memory, and then the data is sent to the listening PE whose self address matches the address the IS indicated.
When ISk wishes to read a single value from a PE, line 5 is carried out, and the data from the one PE that
the IS is reading from is sent to shared memory. This value is then read by the PE simulating ISk . Line 6
simulates ASC reduction, combining a data value from all active PEs listening to ISk into shared memory using
the power of cCRCW. This combined value is then read by the PE containing ISk . Broadcasting is handled
by line 7. To broadcast a value from ISk to all listening PEs, the value is written to shared memory from the
PE simulating ISk , and then the data is read in parallel by all listening PEs by the power of concurrent read
PRAM. Furthermore, during line 8, instructions from the IS are broadcast to all listening PEs in the same way
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Assume each PRAM PE has as much local memory as an ASC PE.

1 : for k = 0 to j , 1 do
2:
MEMaddr0 = PEstreamAddrk
MEMstream0 = k
3:
for all PEi do in parallel
if (PElisteni = MEMstream0)
case (Operation) of
4:
"ISwriteOne":
MEMdata0 = PEstreamDatak
if (PEaddri = MEMaddr0 )
PEdatai = MEMdata0
5:
"ISreadOne":
if (PEaddri = MEMaddr0 )
MEMdata0 = PEdatai
PEstreamDatak = MEMdata0
6:
"ISreduce":
MEMdata0 = PEdatai combine
with AND-OR-MIN-MAX
PEstreamDatak = MEMdata0
7:
"ISbroadCast": MEMdata0 = PEstreamDatak
PEdatai = MEMdata0
8:
"ISsetInstruction": MEMinstruction0 = PEstreamInstructionk
PEinstructioni = MEMinstruction0
9:
"LocalCommand": Perform PEi localized execution
Figure 14: O(j ) Algorithm to Simulate ASC(n,j) with combining CRCW(n,m)
that line 7 broadcasts data values. It is included as a separate line for completeness. Lastly, line 9 executes local
ASC commands that involve no data movement between PEs and ISs so all of these operations can be simulated
directly with PRAM's PEs. Common local computations may involve arithmetic and logical operations, setting
PEs active or inactive, or changing the IS channel address that the PE is currently listening.
Since each inside the main sequential loop takes constant time on the cCRCW(n,m), the simulation of
ASC(n,j) takes O(j ) extra time per cycle. If transitive simulations are used where either EREW(n,m) or
CREW(n,m) simulate cCRCW(n,m) in O(n=m + log n) extra time per cycle, then EREW(n,m) or CREW(n,m)
can simulate ASC(n,j) in no worse than O(j (n=m + log n))[46]. These times for EREW and CREW to simulate
cCRCW are optimal[46]. The time for EREW and CREW to simulate ASC are also optimal by the argument
that it takes either of these models O(n=m + log n) time to perform any of the data movement operations (MIN,
MAX, AND, OR, BROADCAST) with n PEs and m shared memories [46].
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6 Conclusions of ASC-PRAM simulations
It has been shown how the ASC model can simulate PRAM, and also how PRAM can simulate ASC. The results
in this section allow the number of ISs, and shared memories to be unbounded to allow wide comparisons of the
models. Table 1 summarizes all the current simulation results for the indicated models. If the current technology
in terms of hardware implementation is taken into account, then these resources would de nitely be restricted,
both for ASC and PRAM. The ASC model is intended to encompass classes of machines that are buildable
today using reasonable resources. Also, the simulations are left more open to show the power of the ASC model
in theoretical terms. Table 2 shows the comparison of PRAM and ASC when the amount of shared memory
is proportional to the number of ISs or m = O(j ). When this is done ASC(n,m) simulates nPRAM(n,m) in
constant time with a constant amount of space, while cCRCW(n,m) simulates ASC(n,m) in O(m) time with
O(m=n) extra space required per PE. The actual number of ASC ISs implementable is no doubt a slow growing
function of n, yet even ASC with one IS has a great deal of computational power in practice[5].
SIMULATE
With
ASC(n,j)
RAM
priPRAM(n,m)
ASC(n,j)
ASC(n,1)
comCRCW(n,m)
ASC(n,1)
CREW(n,m)
ASC(n,1)
EREW(n,m)
ASC(n,j)
comCRCW(n,m)
ASC(n,j)
CREW(n,m)
ASC(n,j)
EREW(n,m)

Extra Time
Extra Memory
O(n + j )
O (n + j )
O(n=j )
O(m=j )per IS O(m=n)per PE
O(1)
constant
O(n=m + log n)
constant
O(n=m + log n)
constant
O(j )
O(j=n)per PE
jn
O( m + j  log n)
O(j=n)per PE
jn
O( m + j  log n)
O(j=n)per PE

Table 1: Overview of Simulation Times

SIMULATE
With
priPRAM(n,m) ASC(n,m)
ASC(n,m)
cCRCW(n,m)
ASC(n,m)
CREW(n,m)
ASC(n,m)
EREW(n,m)
priPRAM(n,1)
ASC(n,1)
ASC(n,1)
cCRCW(n,1)
ASC(n,1)
CREW(n,1)
ASC(n,1)
EREW(n,1)

Extra Time
O(1)
O(m)
O(n + m  log n)
O(n + m  log n)
O(1)
O(1)
O(n)
O(n)

Extra Memory
constant
O(m=n)per PE
O(m=n)per PE
O(m=n)per PE
constant
O(1)per PE
O(1)per PE
O(1)per PE

Table 2: Comparative Simulation Times for PRAM and ASC when m = cj (c is a constant), and for j = m = 1
The main goal and future direction of this work is to provide a theoretical foundation for a parallel program19

ming system (ASC) that can be implemented on virtually any type of machine, sequential or parallel, tightly
bound or loosely coupled, and to show that ASC has the power to execute well known PRAM algorithms, some
of which optimally. It is hoped that this model perhaps implemented as a data parallel compiler with an underlying system that handles the data parallelism could be constructed such that parallel programs are portable to
existing and future machines in such a way that the masses of programmers accept the model as easily as they
accept classic sequential programming, thus nally creating a bridge to practical useful parallel programming.
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